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A.�. Summary Statistics

Table A.�: Summary Statistics

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Total �,��� �.��� �.��� � ��
State-based �,��� �.��� �.��� � ��
One-sided �,��� �.��� �.��� � ��
Non-state �,��� �.��� �.��� � �
�Mines �,��� �.��� �.��� � �
Log(Jade Price)t�1 �,��� ��.��� �.��� ��.��� ��.���
Log(Chinese Luxury Demand)t�1 �,��� �.��� �.��� �.��� �.���
Year �,��� �,���.��� �.��� �,��� �,���
Avg. Nightlights �,��� �.��� ��.��� �.��� ��.���
Median Altitude �,��� ���.��� ���.��� �.��� �,���.���
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A.�. Placebo Results
We estimate equation � using data from the pre-transition period (����-����), and codingDit

using years prior to the actual transition.�ese “placebo” (i.e., fake) transitions consistently generate
null �ndings, indicating that mining and non-mining areas do not follow divergent trends prior to
����. �e right-most result uses the actual transition and is extremely similar to the coe�cient from
Table �, model �. �e point estimates di�er very slightly, as the model in the �gure uses more data
from the pre-transition period.

Figure A.�: Placebo vs. Real Results
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A.�. Military-Owned Entities Targeted under US JADE Act
In July ����, the United States enacted the Tom Lantos Block Burmese JADE Act.�� �e bill

notes that Myanmar’s junta owned much of Myanmar’s jade sector, which was a major revenue
source for the military regime. �e purported goal of the legislation was “to impose sanctions on
o�cials of the State Peace and Development Council in Burma, . . . [and] to prohibit the importation
of gemstones from Burma, or that originate in Burma.”

To implement the JADE Act, the US Department of the Treasury’s O�ce of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC) began including individuals and companies linked to the jade trade on their list
of “Specially Designated Nationals” (SDNs), who are sanctioned by US law. We reviewed the list
of Burmese SDNs from the JADE Act’s passage until the ���� transition and found thirteen major
entities. (Table A.� collapses related �rms and individuals into a single entity.) Of the thirteen
entities sanctioned under the JADE Act, military o�cials had a major ownership stake in twelve.

Table A.�: Burmese Specially Designated Nationals

Main Individual Year
Added

Military
Link

Related Entities

Aung, Dagon Win ���� Yes Dagon International Limited; Dagon Timber Limited
Te Za ���� Yes Espace Avenir
Cecilia Ng/Steven Law ���� No Golden Aaron Pte. Ltd. (plus � associated companies)
Zaw Zaw ���� Yes Max Myanmar companies (plus �� associated companies)
Saw Tun ���� Yes Ko, Daw Myint Myint
Ye Myint ���� Yes Myint, Daw Tin Li
Nyan Win ���� Yes Soe, Daw Myint Myint
Shwe Mann ���� Yes �et, Daw Khin Lay
Aung Thet Mann ���� Yes Ayer Shwe Wah Company Ltd.
U Kyaw Thein ���� Yes Myanmar Aviation Export; Pavo Aircra� Leasing Pte. Ltd.
Thi Ha ���� Yes Htoo Group of Companies
Pye Phyo Tay Za ���� Yes Air Bagan Holdings Pte. Ltd.

��
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Documents/pl110_286_jade_act.

pdf

�

http://www2.irrawaddy.com/article.php?art_id=9223
http://www2.irrawaddy.com/print_article.php?art_id=4761
http://www.ipsnews.net/2008/02/burma-us-expands-sanctions-against-junta-supporters/
https://www.treasury.gov/press-center/press-releases/Pages/hp1355.aspx
https://www.irrawaddy.com/in-person/interview/dont-defend-people-will-disappear.html/attachment/col-saw-tun-tun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ye_Myint
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyan_Win
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shwe_Mann
http://www2.irrawaddy.com/article.php?art_id=14151&page=3
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-myanmar-usa-sanctions-idUSWAT00882120080205
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Htoo_Group_of_Companies
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-myanmar-cronies-image-idUSBRE83B0YU20120413
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Documents/pl110_286_jade_act.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Documents/pl110_286_jade_act.pdf


A.�. Including Township-Speci�c Time-Trends
To rule out concerns about secular upward trends in con�ict in mining townships (or declines

in non-mining areas), we include township-speci�c linear trends in themodel. Relative to the results
reported in Table �, the coe�cients increase in magnitude.

Table A.�: E�ect of Political Transition on Violence in Jade Townships
(Includes Township-Speci�c Time-Trends)

Dependent variable:
Log(Total + �) Log(State-Based + �) Log(One-sided + �)

(�) (�) (�)

�Mines⇥ Post-���� (Dit) �.���⇤ �.���⇤ �.���⇤
(�.���) (�.���) (�.���)

Township FEs ��� ��� ���
Year FEs �� �� ��
Township Time-Trends X X X
Observations �,��� �,��� �,���

Robust standard errors clustered on township; †p < �.�, ⇤p < �.��
Notes: OLS models using the speci�cation from equation �, including township-speci�c trends.
Standard errors clustered at the township level are shown in parentheses. �e dependent variable is
the log of total events, state-based events, and one-sided government events (see Section �).
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A.�. Re-weighting to Balance Pre-Treatment Measures
We pre-process our data using the entropy balancing algorithm developed by Hainmueller

(����). By re-weighting based on on altitude, as well as pre-treatment measures of economic devel-
opment and con�ict, we manufacture a balanced sample of control (non-mining) townships to pro-
vided a better prediction of the counterfactual trend inmining areas. While we have to dichotomize
our mining variable to implement this routine, our �ndings remain qualitatively similar.

Table A.�: Balance Table a�er Pre-Processing

Treatment Mean Control Mean p-value

Median Altitude 748.667 748.366 0.999
Avg. Nightlights (����-����) 0.166 0.175 0.979
Avg. Nightlights (����-����) 0.159 0.167 0.980
log{Events + �} (����-����) � � 0.968
log{Events + �} (����-����) � � 0.972

log{One-sided + �} (����-����) � � 0.970
log{One-sided + �} (����-����) � � 0.978
log{State-based + �} (����-����) � � 0.983
log{State-based + �} (����-����) � � 0.983

Notes: We dichotomize observations into mining or non-mining and then use entropy balancing to
re-weight control (non-mining) observations.

�



Table A.�: E�ect of Political Transition on Violence in Jade Townships
A�er Pre-Processing Data with Entropy Balancing

Dependent variable:
Log(Total + �) Log(State-Based + �) Log(One-sided + �)

(�) (�) (�)

Jit �.���† �.���⇤ �.���
(�.���) (�.���) (�.���)

p = �.��� p = �.��� p = �.���

Township FEs ��� ��� ���
Year FEs �� �� ��
Observations �,��� �,��� �,���

Robust standard errors clustered on township; †p < �.�, ⇤p < �.��
Notes: OLS models using the speci�cation from equation �, omitting the township-speci�c trends.
Jit is an indicator for jade-mining areas post-����. We re-weight the control observations to gen-
erate balance on the pre-treatment variables included in table A.�. Standard errors clustered at the
township level are shown in parentheses. �e dependent variable is the log of total events, state-
based events, and one-sided government events (see Section �).
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A.�. Including State⇥Year Fixed E�ects
We allow for non-parametric time-trends by state by substituting state⇥ year �xed e�ects for

the year �xed e�ects in equation �. �is rules out any time-varying, state-speci�c confounds, such
as changes that a�ect the entirety of Kachin State.

Table A.�: E�ect of Political Transition on Violence in Jade Townships

Dependent variable:
Log(Total + �) Log(State-Based + �) Log(One-sided + �)

(�) (�) (�)

�Mines⇥ Post-���� (Dit) �.���⇤ �.���⇤ �.���⇤
(�.���) (�.���) (�.���)

Township FEs ��� ��� ���
State⇥Year FEs ��� ��� ���
Observations �,��� �,��� �,���

Robust standard errors clustered on township; †p < �.�, ⇤p < �.��
Notes: OLS models using the speci�cation from equation �. We substitute State⇥Year �xed e�ects
for the year �xed e�ects. Standard errors clustered at the township level are shown in parentheses.
�e dependent variable is the log of total events, state-based events, and one-sided government
events (see Section �).
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A.�. Con�ict in Townships under Cease�res
Weuse an early release of data compiled by the Asia Foundation for its Township Development

Indicators to identify areas covered by cease�re agreements between ethnic armedorganizations and
the Tatmadaw signed in or before ����. We then assess whether these areas experience a di�erential
increase in violence following the political transition, substituting Dit for 1(Cease�re) ⇥ 1(Post-
����) in equation �.

Table A.�: Change in Con�ict in Areas Previously Covered by Cease�res

Dependent variable:
Log(Total + �)

(�) (�) (�) (�)

1(Cease�re)⇥ Post-���� �.��� ��.��� ��.��� �.���
(�.���) (�.���) (�.���) (�.���)

Sample Full Non-Mining Not Kachin Not Shan-����
Township FEs ��� ��� ��� ���
State⇥ Year FEs ��� ��� ��� ���
Observations �,��� �,��� �,��� �,���

Robust standard errors clustered on township; †p < �.�, ⇤p < �.��
Notes: OLS models that interact the post-transition indicator with an indicator for whether a town-
ship was covered by a pre-transition cease�re agreement. Standard errors clustered at the township
level are shown in parentheses. �e dependent variable is the log of total events (see Section �).

Comparing these results tomodel � of Table A.�, we �nd no evidence that townships covered by
earlier cease�re agreements saw a larger increase in violence a�er the transition. When we exclude
jade-mining areas (some of which were covered by the ���� cease�re agreement with the KIA/KIO),
the coe�cient �ips sign.

Lookingmore closely at the data, a few townships in Shan state covered by prior cease�re agree-
ments see an uptick in violence a�er ����. However, much of this violence occurs in ����, several
years a�er the transition. Excluding only observations from Shan State in ���� further attenuates
the coe�cient, which is an order of magnitude smaller than the estimate from Table A.�.
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A.�. Inverse Hyperbolic Sine Transformation
Per Burbidge, Magee, and Robb (����), we employ the hyperbolic sine transformation of our

con�ict data (IHS(y) := log
�
y + (y2 + 1)1/2

 
). Like log(y + c), this function is de�ned at zero.

Moreover, this transformation does not require us to add c and, thereby, assume that all areas expe-
rience some level of con�ict.

Table A.�: E�ect of Political Transition on Violence in Jade Townships

Dependent variable:
IHS(Total) IHS(State-Based) IHS(One-sided)

(�) (�) (�)

�Mines⇥ Post-���� (Dit) �.���⇤ �.���⇤ �.���⇤
(�.���) (�.���) (�.���)

Township FEs ��� ��� ���
Year FEs �� �� ��
Observations �,��� �,��� �,���

Robust standard errors clustered on township; †p < �.�, ⇤p < �.��
Notes: OLS models using the speci�cation from equation �. Standard errors clustered at the town-
ship level are shown in parentheses. �e dependent variable is transformed using the inverse hy-
perbolic sine function applied to total events, state-based events, and one-sided government events
(see Section �).
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A.�. Using Raw Counts as Dependent Variable
Table A.� shows the results from equation � using the raw count as the dependent variable.

Table A.�: Primary Results using Raw Counts

Dependent variable:
Total State-Based One-sided
(�) (�) (�)

�Mines⇥ Post-���� (Dit) �.���⇤ �.���⇤ �.���⇤
(�.���) (�.���) (�.���)

Township FEs ��� ��� ���
Year FEs �� �� ��
Observations �,��� �,��� �,���

Robust standard errors clustered on township;
†p < �.�, ⇤p < �.��

Notes: OLSmodels using the speci�cation fromequation �. Standard errors clustered at the township
level are shown in parentheses. �e dependent variable is the count of total events, state-based
events, and one-sided government events (see Section �).

Figure A.�: Con�icts in Jade-Mining and Other Townships before and a�er ����
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A.��. Null E�ect on Non-State Con�ict
Our argument implies that the uptick in violence relates to a proactive o�ensive by the military

in their e�ort to retain control of the jade sector. While we �nd a di�erential increase in armed con-
�ict events (particularly those involving government) inmining areas a�er the transition, we do not
�nd a simultaneous increase in non-state con�ict events. �is both points to our preferred mecha-
nism and suggests that the security situation in mining townships might have remained unchanged
had the Tatmadaw never intervened.

Table A.��: E�ect of Political Transition on Communal Con�ict in Jade Townships

Dependent variable:
Log(Total + �)

(�) (�)

�Mines⇥ Post-���� (Dit) ��.���† ��.���†
(�.���) (�.���)

Township FEs ��� ���
Year FEs �� ��
Township Time-Trends X
Observations �,��� �,���

Robust standard errors clustered on township
†p < �.�, ⇤p < �.��

Notes: OLS models using the speci�cation from equation �, omitting the township-speci�c trends.
Standard errors clustered at the township level are shown in parentheses. Dependent variable is the
log of non-state events (see Section �).
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A.��. Binary Measure of Mining Activity

Table A.��: E�ect of Political Transition on Violence in Jade Townships

Dependent variable:
Log(Total + �) Log(State-Based + �) Log(One-sided + �)

(�) (�) (�)

1(Mine)⇥ Post-���� �.���⇤ �.���⇤ �.���
(�.���) (�.���) (�.���)

Township FEs ��� ��� ���
Year FEs �� �� ��
Observations �,��� �,��� �,���

Robust standard errors clustered on township; †p < �.�, ⇤p < �.��
Notes: OLSmodels using the speci�cation from equation �, wherewe use a binarymeasure ofmining
activity to construct the interaction term rather than the number ofmines. Standard errors clustered
at the township level are shown in parentheses. �e dependent variable is the count of total events,
state-based events, and one-sided government events (see Section �).
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A.��. Substituting Chinese Luxury Demand for Jade Prices
As Myanmar is a top producer of jade, one could be concerned that violence reduces supply

and boosts jade prices. We exploit the fact that nearly all jade produced in Myanmar is exported
to China. Given the importance of Chinese demand for jade prices, we substitute jade prices in
models � and � with Chinese luxury sales — speci�cally, high-end car sales — to isolate variation
in prices that is unrelated to local con�ict. While we only estimate the reduced form, the implied
exclusion restriction is that Chinese luxury demand does not a�ect con�ict in Myanmar except
through its e�ects on jade prices; we �nd no qualitative evidence questioning this assumption.

Figure A.�: Relationship between Jade Prices and Chinese Luxury Demand

Correlation: 0.88
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Notes: �is �gure shows the trends in both jade prices and Chinese luxury demand (measured by
high-end car sales). Both series have been logged and lagged one year. We multiply the Chinese
luxury demand series by � to focus attention on the nearly parallel trends, rather than the (incon-
sequential) level di�erences.
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Figure A.� �rst shows the striking correlation (⇢ = 0.88) between Chinese luxury demand and
jade prices. We then reproduce Table � but substitute our measure of Chinese luxury demand for
jade prices. Despite a change in scale, the results remain the same.

TableA.��: E�ect of Political Transition andChinese LuxuryDemandonCon�ict in JadeMining
Areas

Dependent variable:
Log(Total + �)

(�) (�) (�) (�)

Log(Chinese Car Sales)t�1 ⇥ 1(Mines> �) �.��⇤ �.��† ��.�� �.��†
(�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��)

Jit �.��
(�.��)

Log(Chinese Car Sales)t�1 ⇥ Jit ��.��
(�.��)

Township FEs ��� ��� ��� ���
Year FEs �� � � ��
Observations �,��� �,��� �,��� �,���

Robust standard errors clustered on township
†p < �.�, ⇤p < �.��

Notes: Columns �-�: OLS models using the speci�cation from equation �; column �: speci�cation
from equation �. Jit is an indicator for jade-mining areas post-����. Standard errors clustered at
the township level are shown in parentheses. In all models we substitute Chinese luxury car sales
for the jade price. Standard errors clustered at the township level are shown in parentheses. �e
outcome is the log of total events (see Section �).
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A.��. Potential Generalizable Cases
We review recent and contemporary cases to determine a set of countries that meet our scope

conditions, operationalizing the resources component through mining deposits.
First, wemap all sub-provincial units— equivalent to counties in the US—using the Database

of Global Administrative Areas (GADM). Second, we spatially merge in (�) point data on over
���,���mineral deposits from theUSGeological Survey’sMineral ResourcesData System (MRDS),
which is current as of ����; and (�) data on armed con�ict from the UCDP GED database, which
covers ���� to the present. �is allows us to identify all autocracies containing districts with both
natural resources and past con�ict.�� �e resulting list (see Table A.��) includes thirty countries,
including Angola, Eritrea, and Ethiopia (all identi�ed in our reading of the secondary literature),
as well as our case, Myanmar. �is exercise and secondary literature on other cases suggest that the
dynamic we uncover is not unique to Myanmar.

In addition to the cases in Table A.��, there are others that have non-mining resources that
coincide with insurgent activity, e.g. Chad and Yemen, as well as democratic cases that exhibit
similar tendencies, e.g. Mali and eastern India.

��Weoperationalize autocracy as those countrieswith average Polity IV scores less than or equal to zero between
���� and ����.

��



Table A.��: Autocracies Containing Districts with Natural Resources and Past Con�ict

Country MRDS UCDP GADM � Units with Polity Average
Total Total Units MRDS & UCDP (����-����)

Afghanistan �� ����� ��� �� -�
Algeria ��� ���� ���� �� -�
Angola �� ���� ��� � -�
Cameroon �� �� �� � -�
China ���� �� ��� �� -�
Cote d’Ivoire �� ��� �� � -�
Egypt ��� ��� ��� �� -�
Eritrea �� �� �� � -�
Ethiopia �� ���� �� � -�
Guinea �� �� �� � -�
Iran ��� ��� ��� � -�
Iraq �� ���� ��� �� -�
Kyrgyzstan �� �� �� � -�
Laos ��� �� ��� � -�
Mauritania � �� �� � -�
Morocco ��� � �� � -�
Myanmar �� ��� �� �� -�
Republic of Congo �� ��� �� � -�
Rwanda � ��� �� � -�
Somalia ��� ���� �� �� �
South Sudan � ��� �� � �
Sudan �� ��� �� � -�
Syria � ��� �� � -�
Tajikistan �� ��� �� � -�
Tanzania �� � ��� � -�
Togo � �� �� � -�
Uganda �� ���� ��� � -�
United Arab Emirates � � ��� � -�
Uzbekistan �� �� ��� � -��
Zimbabwe ��� �� �� �� -�

��



A.��. UCDP Event Descriptions
To give a sense of the events that we analyze in this paper, we have extracted the critical text

from the underlying news articles for a number of the UCDP incidents.
• January ����. “Burmesemilitary admits airstrikes againstKachin”—https://www.usatoday.

com/story/news/world/2013/01/02/myanmar-airstrikes/1805663/—“Burma’smil-
itary acknowledged launching airstrikes against ethnic Kachin rebels in the north and said it
captured a hilltop post...�emilitary announcement highlights a seeming disconnect between
the government and the military, which retains much power behind the scenes. An order late
last year by �ein Sein to halt o�ensive operations against the Kachin was not honored in
practice.”

• October ����. “FightingResumes in SouthernKachin State”—http://www.kachinlandnews.

com/?p=23885—“A�er several rounds ofmortar shelling that also targeted an IDP camp and
a boarding school in Mung Ding Pa village, Burmese army troops entered the village on Oct
��... A KLN source said that two villagers wounded and one died from an attack by Burmese
army troops at NamHon village on Oct ��, just �ve days a�er KIO-Burmese government del-
egations met in Myitkyina. Fighting rage between KIA’s ��th Battalion troops and Burmese
army’s combined troops near Saga Nam Hkum on Oct �� at ��:�� am. More government
troops are reported to have arrived in Namlim Pa village as �ghting began yesterday.”

• August ����. “OneCivilianKilledA�erTNLA,GovtTroopsClash”—https://www.irrawaddy.

com/news/burma/one-civilian-killed-tnla-govt-troops-clash.html—One civil-
ian was shot dead and another hospitalized with a gunshot wound following a clash between
government troops and the Ta’ang National Liberation Army (TNLA) on Monday morning
in northern Shan State, according to the ethnic rebel group...�e Burmese Army continues to
move troops in the area, which the ethnic Palaung armed group lays claim to.”

��
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